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We study experimentally the longitudinal and transverse wakefields driven by a highly relativistic
proton bunch during self-modulation in plasma. We show that the wakefields’ growth and amplitude
increases with increasing seed amplitude as well as with the proton bunch charge in the plasma.
We study transverse wakefields using the maximum radius of the proton bunch distribution on a
screen downstream from the plasma. We study longitudinal wakefields using externally injected
electrons and measuring their final energy. Measurements agree with trends predicted by theory
and numerical simulations and validate our understanding of the development of self-modulation.
Experiments were performed in the context of the Advanced Wakefield Experiment (AWAKE).
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2Plasma wakefields can accelerate charged particles with gradients larger than 1 GeV/m. These gradients greatly
exceed those in metallic structures (<100 MeV/m). Wakefields are excited when, e.g., a relativistic particle bunch
interacts with plasma; their amplitude depends on the bunch and plasma parameters.
Bunches carrying very large amounts of energy (>100 GeV per particle and >100 kJ) can excite wakefields with
GeV/m gradients over hundreds of meters. Such wakefields could accelerate witness bunches to ∼ TeV energies [1].
High-energy drivers are available, e.g., proton bunches from the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC). However, their
rms length (σz) is 6 to 12 cm, much longer than the plasma electron wavelength (λpe = 2pi
(
0mec
2
npee2
) 1
2
) at plasma
densities (npe) needed to reach accelerating fields >1 GV/m: npe > 10
14 cm−3 and λpe < 4 mm. By adjusting the
plasma wavelength to match the bunch length (λpe '
√
2piσz) the amplitude of the excited wakefields would be
<10 MV/m [2].
The same bunch can drive ∼GV/m field amplitudes after self-modulation (SM) in plasma [3–9]. To design exper-
iments based on this acceleration scheme – with potential applications for high energy physics [10] – understanding
the development of the SM of a charged particle bunch along the plasma is important. The SM process grows from
seed wakefields and reaches saturation [11]. Ideally this process would be directly studied by changing the plasma
length, as is for example done with free electron lasers by adjusting the effective undulator length [12].
Measurements presented in this paper were performed in the Advanced WAKefield Experiment (AWAKE) [13]. In
AWAKE, the plasma length is fixed by the geometry of the vapor source and by the laser ionization process [7]. We
therefore use variations of the input parameters – in this case the seed timing along the bunch – to show that the
measured output parameters of the drive and accelerated bunches are in qualitative agreement with those predicted by
numerical simulations. Our results indicate that SM saturation does occur before the end of the plasma column. The
results presented in this paper are thus an important ingredient for the planning of future experiments, in particular
the length of the self-modulator plasma for future AWAKE experiments [14].
The evolution of SM can be deduced from proton defocusing caused by transverse wakefields (Wr) [11]. We measure
the time-integrated, transverse distribution of the self-modulated proton bunch downstream from the plasma exit [15].
We show below that the maximum radius (rmax) of this distribution is proportional to the integral of the transverse
plasma wakefield amplitude during growth.
To study wakefields after the SM process developed, we externally inject electrons, accelerate them and measure
their energy downstream of the plasma. While SM develops, the wakefields phase velocity evolves and acceleration
dynamics are complex [16]. However, once the phase velocity stabilises, electrons gain energy consistently according
to the integrated longitudinal field amplitude they experience from there on. Electron energy measurements thus yield
information on the amplitude of the longitudinal wakefields. The measurements are performed at a fixed (injection)
time delay with respect to the seed timing.
In AWAKE, laser ionization of rubidium vapor creates the plasma [17]. The ∼120 fs, <450 mJ laser pulse singly
ionizes the rubidium atom (vapor density 1014 − 1015 cm−3) and creates a plasma with a radial extent larger than
1 mm over a distance of 10 m, the length of the vapor column. The plasma electron density is equal to the rubidium
vapor density [18]. To seed the SM process [7, 19], we overlap in time and in space the short laser pulse ( λpe/c)
with the proton bunch. A sharp onset of plasma (ionization front) travels with the proton bunch and drives seed
wakefield (with an amplitude much larger than the noise expected in the system [19]).
We vary the relative timing tseed between the ionization front (seed timing) and the proton bunch. At tseed = 0 ps
the laser pulse overlaps in time with the center of the proton bunch and the seed wakefield amplitude is maximum. By
varying tseed, we change the amplitude of the transverse seed wakefield Wr,seed at the plasma entrance (z = 0 m) [20].
This changes not only the proton bunch density at the seed timing, which determines Wr,seed, but it also changes the
number of protons between the seed timing and the electrons. Varying these two parameters together is not optimum
to study wakefields, as both Wr,seed and Np change the wakefields’ growth along the bunch and plasma. However,
changing tseed preserves the fundamental wakefield theory parameters (npe, kpeσr, etc.). Changing these parameters
would complicate the analysis and the conclusions.
Experiments were performed with the following parameters. The plasma density was (2.036 ± 0.007) ×
1014 electrons/cm3 and constant over the 10 m-long plasma [21]. The drive bunch is produced by the CERN Su-
per Proton Synchrotron (SPS) and each proton has a momentum of (400 ± 0.4) GeV/c [22]. The bunch has a
population of (3.1± 0.2)× 1011 protons, a rms length of σz = (10.0± 0.3) cm (or (333±10) ps) and a radial rms size
of σr = (0.18± 0.03) mm at the plasma entrance.
Protons are relativistic and the relative dephasing between them over 10 m caused by energy gain or loss in the
wakefields is negligible. During growth of the self-modulation, protons are focused and/or defocused. Defocused
protons can radially exit the wakefields and travel ballistically after that. Protons with the maximum transverse
momentum (pr,max) experienced the largest integral of transverse wakefield amplitude and interaction distance:
pr,max =
e
c
∫ exit
0
Wr(r, z)dz.
We performed 2D cylindrical, quasi-static simulations using LCODE [23–25] with the experimental bunch and
3FIG. 1. Top: maximum amplitude of the simulated transverse wakefields Wr over the first 5 m of plasma for different seed
timings tseed. The vertical line indicates the integration limit of 3.5 m. Bottom: integral of the wakefields over the first 3.5 m
(symbols with same color as the corresponding line of the top graph, connected by the blue dotted line, right axis) and maximum
radius of the simulated proton bunch transverse distribution rmax,sim (after vacuum propagation to the measurement location,
gray dots connected by the gray dotted line, left axis). The two curves are plotted with the same relative scaling (normalised
to the maximum of each curve).
plasma parameters as input. The proton bunch is initialized with longitudinal and transverse Gaussian density
profiles. We simulate seed timings tseed : −200,−100, 0, 100, 200, 300 and 400 ps. For positive tseed values the seed is
ahead of the middle of the proton bunch, for negative values behind it. In these simulations laser ionization is not
simulated. Instead, the seeding is modelled by a step function cut of the proton bunch distribution at tseed.
Simulation results show that for all these cases, protons that gain large transverse momentum radially exit the
plasma between z = 3 and 4 m from the entrance. Thus, for each tseed we integrate the transverse wakefield amplitude
over the first 3.5 m of plasma and evaluate the time along the bunch ξmax (from tseed) for which the integrated field
strength is maximum, i.e., the time along the bunch at which protons can acquire the maximum transverse momentum.
We obtain ξmax ∼= 317, 317, 317, 317, 330, 380, 420 ps for tseed : −200,−100, 0, 100, 200, 300 and 400 ps. The transverse
wakefields are evaluated at their radial maximum. In reality, protons start from an initial Gaussian distribution
and travel radially across the wakefields. This calculation therefore yields an upper limit for the acquired transverse
momentum. The top plot of Fig. 1 shows the maximum amplitude of the transverse wakefields Wr,max along the first
5 m of plasma. We then integrate these wakefields along the plasma ( ec
∫ 3.5m
0
Wr,max(z)dz) and plot the resulting
values with points of the same color on the bottom plot of Fig. 1. They represent the largest momentum protons
could gain during the growth of the SM process. It is clear that momentum gain by individual protons depends on
their actual location both along and across the bunch and wakefields.
Figure 1 shows that the fields, as well as their integrated values, are smallest for negative seed times (tseed =
−200,−100 ps). These cases correspond to the smallest number of protons behind the seed point and driving wake-
fields. They also have the smallest wakefield’s growth along the plasma [6, 26]. While the ±200 ps curves have a
similar seed wakefield amplitude Wr,seed = Wr,max(ξ = ξseed), Wr,max reaches only ∼260 MV/m for tseed = −200 ps,
4but ∼330 MV/m for tseed = +200 ps (due to the difference in Np). Figure 1 shows that the integrated values also
tend to decrease for more forward seed times (> 200 ps). This is consistent with the fact that the amplitude of the
initial seed field decreases when seeding ahead of the center of the bunch.
In simulations, we propagate the self-modulated proton bunch from the plasma exit to the location where we
measure the transverse, time-integrated proton bunch distribution in the experiment. We identify the maximum
displacement of the protons rmax,sim for each tseed, and plot these values as gray dots on the bottom plot of Fig. 1,
to be compared with Fig. 2.
Both the maximum radius and the integral value of the transverse wakefields amplitude are dependent on the
wakefields’ growth along the plasma. The similarity of the shape of the two curves demonstrates that in simulations
the maximum radius is a measure of the integral of the transverse wakefield amplitude. This shows that the details
regarding how protons acquire transverse momentum and where they exactly exit the wakefields are not important.
This enables us to compare simulations and experimental data since only the maximum radius of the proton bunch
distribution is measured in the experiment and not the location where the protons radially exit the plasma.
FIG. 2. Top: summed waterfall plot of the horizontal line-outs of the measured self-modulated proton bunch transverse
distribution as a function of tseed. Note that the intense light emitted by focused protons (protons in the core, -3≤ x ≤ +5 mm)
is blocked by a mask [15]. Each vertical line of pixels shows the average of all measurement at a given tseed. Note the logarithmic
color scale. Top and bottom: maximum radius rmax (red dots) of the proton bunch distribution. The points show the average
of the measurements and the error bars show the standard deviation of the individual measurements linearly combined with
the resolution of the camera (0.1 mm) and the screen (0.3 mm).
In the experiment (Fig. 2), we changed the seed time tseed from −205 ps to +445 ps and measured the transverse,
time-integrated distribution of the self-modulated proton bunch, using a scintillating screen and a CCD camera [15]
located ∼ 10 m downstream from the plasma exit.
The top of Fig. 2 shows a summed waterfall plot of the measurements: all images at a given tseed are summed,
integrated in the vertical direction and plotted as a function of tseed. The light from the core of the bunch (−3 < x <
+5 mm) is blocked by a mask to better detect the lower level light corresponding to the defocused protons distribution
(x ≤ −3 mm and x ≥ +5 mm ).
We determine the maximum radius rmax of the defocused proton distribution following the procedure described in
[27] and plot it as a function of tseed (Fig. 2, bottom). Figure 2 shows that rmax increases from (7.2 ± 1.3) mm to
(11.8 ± 1.5) mm when the seed time is varied from −205 ps to +195 ps. For seed times > +200 ps, rmax decreases
to (11.1 ± 1.6) mm. This experimental trend is consistent with the trend from simulation results presented on the
5bottom plot of Fig. 1. Increasing the number of protons in plasma Np increases the wakefields’ growth and transverse
amplitude (as seen on the top plot of Fig. 1); the growth is approximately constant for seed times >0 ps as the
amplitude of the transverse seed wakefields Wr,seed decreases, but Np increases.
The maximum radii obtained from the experiment follow the same trend as that obtained from numerical simu-
lations, but are systematically smaller. This difference is likely due to the difference between actual experimental
parameters (not always measured) and the parameters assumed for simulations (e.g., transverse extent of the plasma,
proton bunch radius at plasma entrance, etc.). Additionally, it is much easier to identify the maximum radius from
simulation data than from experimental data due to various sources of background on experimental images (e.g.,
secondary particles) or to the camera minimum detection threshold. We can thus expect the radial position of the
outermost proton to be larger than that of the distribution measured in the experiment. Note that these reasons may
impact the absolute numbers or relative scaling, but not the overall trend.
To study wakefields after the bunch has self-modulated, we externally inject electrons and measure their final
energy [28]. The electrons are produced by a photo-injector [29] and have an energy of (18.6±0.1) MeV. The electron
bunch has a rms length of σz ≥ 5 ps, on the order of the wakefields period. We expected to capture electrons for
each event, though with varying charge. For the results shown below, the captured charge is relatively low (<100 pC)
and the bunch relatively long, these electrons can therefore be considered as test electrons, i.e., they do not alter
the wakefields. The bunch has a radial extent of the order of a few hundred microns at the injection location. The
injection angle of the electron beam is ∼ 1.5 mrad with respect to the proton bunch propagation axis, an angle at
which we observed consistent charge capture and acceleration [30]. We set the electron beam trajectory to cross the
proton beam trajectory near the plasma entrance (z ∼ 0 m).
The electron bunch has a constant delay of τ = (250 ± 50) ps with respect to the ionizing laser pulse (τ = 0, per
definition, where τ is the relative time along the bunch). The uncertainty of ∆τ = ±50 ps results from differences in
path length of the electron bunch trajectory in the transport line upstream the plasma entrance, but is constant for
all measurements.
The electron trajectory is fixed and the timing jitter between the laser pulse and electron bunch is smaller than
10 ps from event to event. The proton bunch has an arrival rms time jitter with respect to the laser pulse of ∼ 15 ps.
This timing jitter is short when compared to the proton bunch duration and the growth time of the wakefields along
the bunch. We thus expect it to have no significant effect on the results reported here.
Electron spectra were acquired with an imaging magnetic spectrometer [31] for single events as two-dimensional
images: energy in the dispersive plane, transverse size in the other. The energies quoted in the following are the
values of the peak in the energy spectra obtained from images summed along the non-dispersive direction. Energy
distributions have a finite width (much smaller than their average energy), visible on Fig. 3 and similar to those
in ref. [28]. For the following measurements and simulations, we again varied tseed and kept all other parameters
constant.
Figure 3 (top) shows the vertical sum of the spectrometer images in a waterfall plot: each measurement corresponds
to one vertical column and is plotted as a function of event number. The value of tseed for each event is indicated by
the white line. The measurement range was limited to tseed = −180 to +420 ps by the accelerated electron charge
that was not detectable beyond these values. Red dots and the corresponding error bars (bottom plot of Fig. 3) show
the average energy and the standard deviation for all measurements at a given tseed value. We see that the energy of
the accelerated electrons reaches a maximum of (0.77± 0.05) GeV at seed times between 0 and ∼ +200 ps. For seed
times greater than +200 ps or smaller than 0 ps the electron energy decreases to ∼0.6 GeV and ∼0.3 GeV, respectively.
The longitudinal wakefield amplitude at the electron injection location depends on the seed wakefields amplitude
and on the number of protons between the seed and the electron bunch. Figure 3 shows that the measured electron
energy (and thus the average amplitude of the longitudinal wakefields) decreases when seeding behind the center of
the proton bunch. The same is true for seed times earlier than ∼200 ps. We expect wakefields amplitudes to be
asymmetric around tseed = 0 ps, as: 1) moving the seed ahead of the proton bunch center first increases Np up to
tseed = τ/2, and decreases it afterwards; moving the seed point backwards only decreases Np; 2) the shape of the
initial transverse seed wakefields includes the adiabatic response of the proton bunch and is thus different when the
bunch envelope is decreasing or increasing along the bunch from the seed point.
Again, we perform numerical simulations to obtain longitudinal wakefield amplitudes (Wz) and energy gain by
externally injected electrons. The top plot of Fig. 4 shows Wz along the plasma for different tseed. The wakefields
amplitude is evaluated on-axis, at the location of the electron bunch and is taken as the maximum value over one
plasma period. The plot shows that Wz is maximum for tseed = +100 to +200 ps (and follows the same trend as the
measurement in Fig. 3) [32]. As expected, this corresponds to the largest combination of seed wakefields (proportional
to the beam density at tseed) and charge driving the wakefields, Np. In all cases, the maximum amplitude is reached
around 5 m into the plasma. After this point, all curve values decrease by as much as 50 % when reaching 10 m [33].
The simulations (as well as previous work on simulations and theory [6, 26]) show that the phase velocity of the
wakefields is changing during SM development. The phase evolves strongly over the first ∼ 5 m of plasma, being
6FIG. 3. Top: waterfall plot of the measured electron energy spectra (right axis) during the seed scan. The value of tseed is
shown by the white line and the vertical axis on the right. Cyan dots identify the charge peaks of the individual events. Bottom:
energy of the charge peak of the accelerated electrons as a function of seed timing. The points show the average of the peak
energy and the error bars show the standard deviation of individual measurements. We note that the point at tseed ∼= +390 is
the result of a single measurement has has an error of ≈2%.
typically slower than the velocity of the protons. In our simulations, witness electrons can only gain energy effectively
in the second half of the plasma (z > 5 m), after the peak of the wakefields, where the phase velocity of the wakefields
is much more constant and close to that of the protons velocity. The bottom plot of Fig. 4 shows the integral value
of Wz from 5 to 10 m along the plasma, for each tseed. Note that while the integral value of the wakefields depends
on the integration range, the observed dependency does not. We interpret this integral (colored points on the bottom
plot of Fig. 4) as the maximum possible energy gain for electrons.
The phase velocity of the wakefields is coupled to the growth rate of the SM process and is slower than the
velocity of the protons (during growth) [6, 26]. In addition, the amplitude of the wakefields is low over that length.
Therefore, effective electron acceleration only occurs after the SM process saturates, because of the combined effect
of (longitudinal) dephasing with respect to the wakefields and of transverse defocusing wakefields. This effect and the
presence of a density ramp at the plasma entrance in the experiment motivated external injection at an angle with
respect to the plasma column [30, 32, 34].
Simulation results show that with this injection geometry, test electrons that are eventually accelerated to the
highest energy may be confined to a region outside the peak wakefields over the first few meters of plasma, and
eventually drop into the wakefields when full SM of the proton bunch has occurred [16]. It is clear from these results
that the charge capture and acceleration processes are very intricate when injecting at an angle and in evolving
wakefields. The experimental results presented here show that, for a given experimental situation, general trends are
maintained, even in the presence of all these effects. The results presented here therefore provide information about
the global evolution of the wakefields rather than about the capture and acceleration processes.
In simulations test electrons were injected in the wakefields over the first 3 m of the plasma, with electrons crossing
the wakefields’ axis with the same shallow angle as in the experiment ((1.5± 0.8) mrad). Results show that some of
the electrons are transported by the wakefields over the first 5 m of plasma, but do not gain significant amounts of
energy. They only gain energy from the 5 m point on, confirming the phase velocity argument above. The electrons
maximum final energy is indicated by the gray dots on the bottom plot of Fig. 4. The simulated electron energy
gains (see bottom plot of Fig. 4) follow the same trend as the integrated field values and confirm our understanding
7of the wakefields driven by a self-modulating proton bunch. However, the energy gain value is about half the value
obtained from the field integral. Since we do not have access to the length over which electrons are accelerated
in the experiment, we use the comparison between energy gain in simulations and experiments to learn about the
longitudinal wakefields.
FIG. 4. Top: amplitude of the simulated on-axis longitudinal wakefields along the plasma Wz at τ =200 ps for various tseed.
The vertical line indicates the lower bound of the integral. Bottom: integral from 5 to 10 m of the fields from the top figure
for the different tseed (symbols have the same color as the corresponding line and are connected by the blue dotted line, right
y-axis). The gray points connected by the gray dotted line shows the observed electron energy in simulations (left y-axis). The
two curves are plotted with the same relative scaling (normalised to the maximum of each curve).
The electron energy values experimentally observed are between simulation values obtained from longitudinal field
integrals and from electron energy gain. This is not surprising as electrons in general do not remain at the peak of
the accelerating field in a plasma period all along the plasma length. However, all three curves in Figs. 3 and 4 follow
the same trend as a function of tseed.
The longitudinal wakefields exhibit a behaviour similar to the transverse wakefields (see Figs. 1 and 2). However,
the integral value of Wz increases up to seed points ∼ +125 ps, then decreases. This is because the value of Wz was
measured at a fixed delay, while the maximum defocused protons can come from any position behind the seed point
(the point of the highest integrated wakefield amplitude along the bunch).
Within the constraints of experimental measurements, trends observed in data are reasonably well described by
simulations. In simulations, externally injected test electrons gained energies of several hundred MeV (see bottom
plot of Fig. 4) and follow the same trend as experimentally measured in Fig. 3. We observed in simulations that
the final electron energy is sensitive to the electron injection angle and position, but that the measured trend as a
function of tseed is not.
These experimental results are an important ingredient for future experiments (based on the SM concept), that use
a self-modulation plasma section, followed by an accelerator section [14]. The results presented here are consistent
with SM saturation over 10 m of plasma, even at this low density (npe = 2× 1014 electrons/cm3); lower density than
that which gave larger energy gain (npe = 6.6×1014 electrons/cm3) [28]. The results are also consistent with previous
8experimental studies [11].
In summary, the development of wakefields’ growth driven by a self-modulating, highly-relativistic proton bunch
was studied as a function of the seed time. We confirm experimentally that the growth changes with the number
of protons that contribute to driving the wakefields as well as with the amplitude of initial seed wakefields. We
demonstrated that the development of proton bunch self-modulation in plasma is reasonably well understood. This
is important for the design of accelerators based on this scheme that uses a single acceleration stage [10].
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